
Known for a wide array of bow silencing accessories,
BowJax is now branching out into the marine market.
The company has a patent pending on a Motor Vibration
Dampener, or MVD. The accessory is applied over the
diameter of any submersible electric trolling motor.
This Vibration Dampener is molded as a single piece of
elastomeric compound, similar to the company’s limb
dampeners or string silencers.  The appendages counter-
act the frequency range of vibrations produced while an
electric trolling motor is under propulsion.   The device
dampens vibration on a motor by at least 22 percent,

according to a lab test
done in September 2008.
Sporting goods stores, bait
shops and sport shops
interested in retailing the
MVD can contact BowJax
for more information by
calling (208) 762-3692.

20Sub3 announces availability of Rugged Maps that
are printed on waterproof fabric and come complete
with a small stuff sack for ease of carrying. Rugged Maps
won’t fall victim to fold and crease lines and can be
machine washed when soiled. They will be available as
Game Management Unit Elevation Models, USGS
Topographic, and offshore NOAA Nautical Charts. For
more information, contact Derek Fergus of 20Sub3 in
Washington state, by calling (360) 993-2247.

American Broadhead Company has
redesigned the popular Sonic broadhead into
the new Super Sonic. This new head comes in
85, 100 and 125 grain weights, all with a 1-1/8
cutting diameter. A new machined threaded
locking nut is integral to the new design,
because it insures the blades spin true and that they stay
locked in place even off your customer’s arrow.  Like the
original Sonic, this American-made head incorporates
the company’s proprietary three-bladed true cut-on-
contact design and high strength center ferrule.
Components are machined, not molded, which the firm
says makes the head far more concentric. DenseMax
blades are .036 inches thick and 50 percent tougher than
420 stainless steel, President Derrick Perkins said, allow-

ing them to hold their edge better. “In flight, Zero Plane
Technology takes over as the broadhead travels swiftly
without planing, cutting holes at least 1/8 inch larger
than similarly-sized broadheads. No matter how big the
game or how thick the hide, the ABC Super Sonic will
make a clean pass-through without picking up tissue
along the way.”

Reach American Broadhead Company in New
Hampshire at (603) 332-2730.

American Broadhead Co.
Introduces Super Sonic

BCY is proud to
introduce four new high
definition colors for the
popular 452X bowstring
material. Each new color
is a combination of two
or more sharp, vivid
hues, creating a distinc-
tive design. 

“Like all other 452X
bowstring, these exciting new colors have no creep, no
fuzziness, consistent performance and good speed,”
President Ray Browne promised. 

The new colors are (left to right) Camo, Pink & Black,
Autumn and Flame. For pricing and ordering informa-
tion reach BCY in Connecticut  at (860) 632-7115.

BCY Offers 4 New
High Definition
Combinations

BowJax Develops Motor Dampener Rugged Maps Hold up to the Elements
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2009 Broadheads by Carbon Express: Touch ‘em!
2009 Tree Stand by Gorilla: Sit on it!

2009 Sight by Limbsaver: See it!

Being Able to Touch, See, Tryout and Talk Face to
Face with the People Who Make It Plus Buy it at
the Lowest Price of the Year: PRICELESS!

February 27 - March 1, 2009
Free Entertainment, Thousands of Dollars in Door Prizes, Free 
Evening Buffet, Free Continental Breakfast and Much More!

Register today by calling 1.800.366.4269 X3049 or 3015

Circle 108 on Response Card
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Tree Apron has come up with another way
to keep hunters organized and effective when
hunting from a treestand. The company’s Bow
Hanger Kit lets you hang your bow and quiver
from any tree, because it comes with a 70 inch
nylon strap. There’s a lock hook for hanging
rattling horns or calls, and quiver hook that
holds the quiver upright and secure against
the trunk. The bow hook doubles as a bow car-
rier because it can be worn on your belt. Reach
the firm at (866) 471-3865 or fax your inquiry
to (516) 495-4236.

C.W. Erickson has come up with an improved way to safely
hold and compress the latest bows with limbs that move beyond
parallel, including 2008 BowTech and PSE models. The brightly
colored Limb Grippers which the company has just introduced are
designed to clip onto the Delrin pads of the Adjustable Limb Forks.
They can be adjusted to accommodate thick or thin limbs and
squeeze the bow limbs together at the axle (beyond the working
area of the limb) securely holding the ends of the limbs during
compression. “This prevents the bow from jumping out of the
press when relaxing,” Curtis Erickson said, “and provides the total
breakdown dealers want from a press.” 

The Big Squeeze press handles bows from 18 to 48 inches in
axle to axle length and uses a no-slip break winch to insure against
accidental release. Reach the Minnesota firm at (763) 682-3665.
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Alaska Bowhunting Supply has introduced a
series of four heads with blades sharpened from
alternate sides, so that rotational force can help
pop bone apart if it is hit. Garrett and Ed Schlief
named the heads after their popular tapered
heavy weight carbon shafts, GrizzlyStik.
“GrizzlyStik single bevel broadheads are impress-
ing bowhunters and Professional Hunter’s all over
the world,” they said. “Thick, tough single bevel
broadheads like these blow through bone like no
other broadhead. The secret is the rotational force
generated by the single bevel design.”

The Ashby, named after Dr. Ed Ashby who has
studied broadhead performance for over 20 years,
is what he describes as the perfect broadhead.
Long and narrow for increased mechanical
advantage and milled from a single billet of 440B stain-
less steel for an ultra-smooth transition from blade to
ferrule and unmatched strength. “There’s no stopping it
when powered by a heavy carbon arrow like our tapered
GrizzlyStiks,” the duo said.

The Nanook, like the Ashby, is a milled one-piece
head but with a convex rather than straight blade profile.

GrizzlyStik broadheads are also available in a two-
piece configuration.  The Samurai series offers a straight

edge while the Maasai series carries the curved, convex
style popular with many bowhunters.

All GrizzlyStik broadheads utilize an aggressive 25
degree bevel, tough 58 Rockwell 440B stainless steel and
come razor-sharp and ready to hunt right out of the
package.  They are available in weights from 100 grains
to 300 grains and the firm is actively seeking both addi-
tional retailers and distributors to stock GrizzlyStik
products. For more information call (206) 453-3821.

New Grizzly Stik Heads Utilize
Single Bevel Design Approach

Tree Apron Has Bow Hanger Kit

C.W. Erickson Tames the Most Radical Bows
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